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Summary 

Radical anions of the dmuclear species X2C02(CO)6 (X, = PZ, As2, R&R’) 
and RxR’6_~C6C02(C0)4 have been characterized by electrochemical and ESR 
methods The frozen solution spectra could be analysed 111 unusual detal to 
evaluate the g and hyperfine tensor components and these data allow defmltlve 
statements to be made about the dlrectlonal nature and orbital character of the 
unpmed electron den&y Most of the RC,R’Co,(CO),- radical anions decay to 
monomeric paramagnetic species 

Detded descnptlons of the redox properties, electronic structure and bonding 
of X2Fe2(C0)6 molecules (X, = bndgmg hgand) have been presented [ 1,2] and 
this system 1s reasonably well understood The analogous cobalt system, where 
the valence orbltals are all filled [Z], 1s not so amenable to study and the 
dn-ectional nature of the Co-Co bonding interaction is still the subJect of some 
controversy, 1 e whether it 1s a ‘straght’ or ‘bent’ interaction [1,3] This note 
presents results on the new radical anions X~CO~(CO)~- which @ve slgmflcant 
mformatlon on the nature of the orbital containing the unpaved electron, the 
directional nature of the metal interaction and the redox chemistry of 
X2Coz(CO)6 molecules The formation of the remarkably stable ‘flyover’ radical 
anions R,R’6_XC6C~Z(C0)4- 1s also described 

Acetylene [4], arsenic [ 51 and phosphorus [6] bndged dlmers X2 Co2 (CO), 
(X, = R&R’, As2, PZ), and ‘flyover’ acetylene compounds [7] undergo a 
reversible electrochemical one-electron reduction m THF to the appropnate 
ra&cal anion. The reduction potentials, rangmg from -0 26 to -1 01 V (vs 
Ag/AgCl), are sensitive to the nature of the bndgmg grou? and the type of 
bndgmg moiety (Table 1). A second reduction step, close to the first, was observed 
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TABLE 1 

REPRESENTATIVE RADICAL ANIONS 

Radwal amon %I (8) &lCO) &lx> 

(mu <mT) knT) 
__- _ -- 

Ph,C,Co,(CO),- -0 81 2 001 -282 - 

Bu,tC,Co,(Co~,- -101 2 009 -2 84 - 

CN,C,Sme,Col~CO), - 2 012 -286 - 
CF,C,SIM~,CO&Z.O),- -0 68 2 013 -266 - 
CF,C,CF,Co,<CO),- -0 49 2 015 -237 - 

Pz co, CCO>H -0 56 2 007 -2 80 3 74 
_&+co2~co),- -0 52 2 012 -2 81 2 12 

<CF,,&,C,Co&O)q -0 26 2 013 -311 - 

=VS AgfAgCl m acetone solutxon 

for the acetylene denvatlves Chemical reductants such as sodium, sodmm 
naphthalemde and ferrocemum tetrafluoroborate effect reductron to the radical 
anlons in good yields at -70°C The rsotrop~c ESR spectra showed the expected 
15 lmes resulting from hyperfme couplmg wrth two equivalent cobalt nuclei (I = 
‘7/2) The central lmes were noticeably asymmetric as a result of unresolved 
second-order shifts [S]. In the case of the P2Co,(CO)< and As,Co,(CO)a 
species, hyperfme couphng was observed to two equivalent phosphorus or 
arsemc atoms (Table 1) [a]_ 

ESR spectra of frozen THF solutrons at -160°C of X,Co,(CO), were suf- 
frclently well-resolved to unambiguously determme the largest hyperfine tensor 
component a,. In some cases other features were also resolved, which enable us 
to analyse the spectra m detarl[9]_ The magnitude of the anrsotroprc hyperfme 
tensor components (e g X, = CF,C,SiMe,, g, = 2.02, g2 = 2 012, g3 = 2 007, a1 = 
2 7 mT, a2 = -4 2 mT, o3 = -6.49 mT) suggests that the unpau-ed electron 
occupres a molecular orbrtal largely cobalt 3d m character [lo) If the Co-Co 
and X-X vectors respectrvely define the molecular z and x axes, then under Cl, 
symmetry only linear combmations of d,+, d,, and dx=_y= orb&& are of the 
required* AI and Bz symmetry Since the AI orbit& are strongly bondmg we 
conclude that the unpaved electron 1s m a B, orbital. An orbrtal havmg 72% 
d,= and 28% d,, character is reqmred by the expenmental anwotroprc param- 
eters, in good agreement wrth the ratio derived from molecular orbital calcula- 
trons on X2FeZ(CO), molecules [I]. Wth respect to the directional nature of 
the Co-Co interaction the analysis of the X, = CF3C2S&le3 spectrum shows 
that the major hyperfme tensor axes are oriented at o! - + 15” relative to the 
Co-Co vector The 72% dg, 28% d, combination requrres that the pnncrpal 
hyperfme tensor axes be displaced from the local z and y axes on each cob& 
byP - * 10”. Thus, as shown m the diagram, the local z axes are aligned at ca 
25” relative to the Co-Co vector, in good agreement wrth the onentatlon of the 
axrai carbonyl hgand (32O in the case of (C6H5)&Z(C0)6) /ll] and with the 
angles uttied by Dahl and co-workers in then theoretrcal analysis of X2Fe,(CO), 
compounds [I.]. The angle a may be rdentlfied with the onentatlon of the 
bonding interaction m the metal--metal bond [I] 

All of the ‘flyover’ radical amens, RxR’6_XC6C02(C0); , have half-lives of at 

*It IS found tbat t-0 tensor components axe negatwe and only A, and B, combwtions gwe t& result. 
OrbltaXs of B, and AZ symmetry (cobalt dxy and d ,rr) lead to tno postive and one negatxve tensor. 
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Fxg 1 View down C-C bond axis of acet>lenecbcobalt 
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least several hours at room temperature In contrast, the half-life of Ph2C2C02(C0)6- 
1s less than 1 mm at -60°C A novel feature of the chemistry of the X2 Co, (CO),- - 
(X, = R&R’) species was the rapid decay to monomenc paramagnetlc species at 
temperatures above -60°C except when R = R’ = CF3 Typical of the ESR param- 
eters are (g) = 2.058 and (a Co - 5.22 mT for the monomer derived from > - i 

Ph2CzCo2(CO)6- Reduction of RC2R’Co,(CO), compounds m the presence of 
phosphate or phosphme hgands accelerates the formation of monomers (which 
m this case show hyperfme couplmg to phosphorus of -_(aP) = 10 9 mT) such 
that RC2R’Co2(C0)6- species are not observed, even at -70°C It 1s known [12] 
that radical amens derived from uncoordmated alkynes slowly dlmenze m THF 
to produce butadlene dlamons A sun&r process accelerated by the template 
and electronic effect of the metal can be vlsuahzed for our system 

Further work 1s m hand to extend the senes of acetylene- and phosphorus- 
bridged radical anions, to confirm the theoretical analysis, to estabhsh the exact 
nature of the monomenc species and to lsoiate some of the more stable radical 

I anions 
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